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Hugh Johnson's Pocket Wine Book 2017 is the essential reference book for everyone who buys

wine-in shops, restaurants, or on the internet. Now in its 40th year of publication, it is unrivalled as

the most comprehensive and up-to-date annual wine guide. Hugh Johnson provides clear, succinct

facts and commentary on the wines, growers, and wine regions of the world. He reveals which

growers to look for and why, as well as which vintages to buy, which to drink, and which to cellar.

With clear information on grape varieties, local specialities, and how to match food with wines, this

detailed guide will prove invaluable.This year's special anniversary edition contains a color

supplement exploring 40 fascinating stories-from cities with great vineyards close by, to "new"

grapes that have come on the scene in recent years.
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Hugh Johnson is the world's pre-eminent writer on wine. First published in 1977, his authoritative

Pocket Wine Book sells hundreds of thousands of copies every year. His winning formula of insight,

critical appraisal of the world of wine, plus valuable vintage news and wine recommendations have

been imitated but never bettered.

Hough Johnson's Pocket Wine Book has always been the best book about the world of wine. This

years edition is, by far, the best yet. The description of many of the wines are fuller with much more



info than in past years. If you enjoy wine, like me, you have seen and bought this book in the past.

The 2017 edition is a must have for any wine lover-it is that good.

Small enough to fit in the pocket and take to the store with you. The food/wine pairing section alone

makes this indispensable for all oenophiles.

Lots of information in this little book. The print is so small I have to read it with a magnifying glass

and I have 20 20 vision. That is why I took off one star.

This is one is better than 15 and 16 versions. I get them every year. For the Twitter era, a perfect

book. Concise, informative, and thorough are most accurate descriptions of a fine and handy book

for wine lovers. I purchased a Kindle version one year, but hard the hard copy easier to use

because the reference boxes and maps in the book are easier to see in print form.

I have purchased and used as my favorite reference this wine guide since it was first published in

1977. It has grown exponentially over the years, from a slim 144 pages to a robust 336. I don't leave

home without it!

I've been buying these guides for years. Each one, especially this year, improves on the ones

before. It's thicker than ever, no longer exactly a pocket wine book, but with so much useful

information -- beginning with the inside cover vintage chart.

More information per dollar and per ounce than any other wine guide. I have bought all the H J

Pocket Wine Guides since 1985. As always, this one is well worth the investment.

as i salemen its size and contents help every day .I carry it in my briefcase.Its not bulky but packs

knowledge that regular size books don't.worth every cent
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